
A fearless
Rooster!

Rooster ltd.
Vintage-style Treble Booster - one of the secret
ingredients that helped shape legendary sounds heard 
by Eric Clapton in John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers, Rory 
Gallagher, Brian May and Tony Iommi. Built from the 
greatest parts available, carbon comp resistors and 
tropical fish capacitors, for pure vintage sound!

The most crucial ingredient when it comes to a vintage-
style treble booster is transistor choice. In our experience 
there’s nothing quite like the CV7003, military-spec 
OC44 germanium transistors.

As our stock of Rooster-compatible CV7003s is gradually 
depleting, we are proud to re-introduce it, celebrating 
its uniqueness and scarcity with point-to-point wiring 
housed in a luxurious faux-leather enclosure.

Playing with the guitar volume, can 
unlock many textures, ranging from 
clean crunchy tones, to fat boosted 
overdrive! 
Also featuring a 3-way toggle-switch for treble, mid or 
bass boost focus.

CONTROLS

1. Level controls the Rooster’s output 
2. 3-way toggle-switch selects between

three EQ options:
― Bass (Top position)
― Treble (Center position)
― Mid (Bottom position)

SPECIFICATIONS

1. True Bypass
2. Works with 9V battery or 9V DC adaptor 

(tip-negative)
― If you have your pedal mounted on a pedal board

and keep it plugged in at all times, use the small DC 
plug provided on the power jack, when not playing to 
prevent battery drainage.

― Caution: this circuit uses positive ground. Therefore
you cannot connect this pedal to any type of chained
power supply linked with other common DC-powered
pedals, unless the power supply unit features 
separate isolated DC outputs.

3. Power consumption: 4 mA
4. Dimensions (jacks, pots etc.

included): 7.5 x 12 x 5.6 cm / 2.9 x 4.7 x 2.2 inches
5. Weight: 300g / 0.66 lbs.

https://www.jampedals.com
https://www.jampedals.com/rooster/


“This Rooster will certainly wake up your amp in a vintage-
inspired fashion.”  
GUITARIST magazine

“…playing the Rooster through a good overdriven tube amp 
evokes some of my favorite classic tones and you get a great 
variety of sounds by manipulating your guitar volume…”   
Julien Kasper

“Rooster is an extremely musical treble boost with a vintage 
feel!  Great shimmer, never harsh!” 
Nir Felder

”The Rooster is incredible! It is the smoothest treble booster 
I’ve heard. Between the three settings, it is possible to get 
the original Rangemaster as well as Hornsby-Skewes tones. 
When pushing an amp, it’s my favorite color. More than just 
hearing the note, you can actually “Feel” it coming through 
the amp.”
Ricky Z.
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